In Pursuit of Excellence
Cheung Chuk Shan College is an aided and co-educational EMI grammar
secondary school with its premises furnished with modern facilities and
equipment. The School Hall, all classrooms and special rooms (except the
Home Economics Room) are air-conditioned. We also have a multimedia
learning centre, a Campus TV Studio, a library, an assembly hall, an outdoor
playground and a gymnasium. An automatic weather station was installed to
gather weather data and the shared data among different locations in Hong
Kong can be used in field studies of students. A wireless local area network
has been set up to cover the whole school premises while all classrooms
and special rooms are equipped with a computer and projector system.
LCD televisions have also been installed in classrooms. Since the
enforcement of the 9-year universal basic education, our S1 classes, being
admitted through the Secondary School Places Allocation System, have
been filled with high-calibre students enjoying a good command of English.
In this respect, our School has been using English as the medium of
instruction since its inception in 1969, and at present, only Chinese
Language, Chinese History, Putonghua and Life Education are taught in
Chinese.
The core of the administrative structure of our School comprises the
Incorporated Management Committee, the School Development Team,
subject panels and various functional committees. In addition, with the
Students’ Association, the Parent-Teacher Association and the Old
Students’ Association operating in full swing, the role of students, parents
and alumni in the school development is thus enhanced.
Apart from fostering a balanced development of students and creating a
reading culture among them, our School strives hard to promote the
communication skills, higher-order thinking, creativity and active learning of
students through numerous learning-to-learn activities and multifarious
teaching strategies. In addition to the conventional tests and examinations,
a continuous assessment scheme, which focuses on class performance,
homework and projects, is adopted to ensure a more objective and
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formative assessment of student performance. Student achievements in
public examinations are generally pleasing, maintaining high percentages of
Level 5 or above rates and individual pass rate in different subjects. Hence,
most of our graduates are admitted to degree programmes of local or
overseas universities.
Moreover, different means are used to induce our students to internalize
proper moral values. Different functional committees collaborate to help our
students tackle difficulties in their school lives and get prepared for future
challenges. Major school events are held recurrently to give students
sufficient opportunities to polish those basic skills essential to their future
growth. Extra-curricular activities are also well coordinated to provide ample
opportunities for character building and potential realization of students.
Altogether, there are 35 clubs and societies organizing regular activities to
cultivate students' aesthetic, athletic and cultural interests. In addition,
various training programmes are offered whereas students are encouraged to
join the Hong Kong Award for Young People to gain a field experience in
life-wide learning. We are glad that our students have been actively
participating in different open competitions and have collected quite a
number of prizes and awards.
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To boost students' confidence and develop a school culture emphasizing
self-improvement, we uphold a comprehensive award policy. Besides
scholarships and prizes for students with remarkable academic attainments,
those students excelling themselves in extra-curricular activities and showing
exemplary behaviour will also be merited.
Guided by the motto of being "Competent, Conscientious, Studious and
Creative", our concerted effort in nurturing students will help them not
only explore the challenging world of learning but also develop crucial
values the future leaders of our society should possess. We are committed
to our task and always take pride in the achievements of our students.
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School Vision and Mission
Cheung Chuk Shan College aspires to be a self-enhancing school striving for eminence in
proactively nurturing Hong Kong’s leaders of tomorrow. We aim to provide the best
quality education to nurture our students to become literate, competent, conscientious
and caring youths by instilling in them logical and creative thinking, fostering proper
moral and aesthetic values, fortifying them physically and mentally to overcome
challenges, cultivating a sense of civic and social awareness, encouraging them to show
love and concern for others and kindling in them the desire for a life-long pursuit of
knowledge for their personal growth towards transcendence.
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